
 

 
 
 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The contact problem is non linear since the contact region 
is not known beforehand, and the boundary conditions may 
change during the analysis.A limited number of contact 
problems is sufficiently well behaved to have an analytical 
solution, such as the Hertz contact [1].  

For this reason , contact problems are solved with 
numerical techniques in general.The most used technique to 
treat structural non linearities is the Finite Element 
method(FEM) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] while the Boundary Element 
Method(BEM)has been recently employed in contact 
problems [7, 8, 9, 10], just to cite a few of the recent works. 

The objective of this paper is to present a methodology to 
the estimation of contact stiffness, one of the main parameters 
of a contact problem in the commercial software ANSYS [2]. 

There are different methods for solving the contact. We 
present here the Lagrangian methods and the penalty. And,  
are applied on a case study industrial to remove the 
advantages and disadvantages of each methods. 
 
 
 
 

2. CONTACT PROBLEM  
 

We present in this section the main aspects of the contact 
formulation using the Augmented Lagrangian Method and 
Penalty Method  how this methods is implemented in the 
ANSYS software. 

 

2.1 Introduction to the static contact problem 
 

The contact problem can be formulated as a constrained 
minimization problem, where the objective function to be 
minimized is the total potential energy Π( u) of the bodies in 
contact, and the constraints are given by non-penetration 
conditions between the bodies. Thus, the problem can be 
stated as 
 

min  u  

subject  to   0jg u   j=1 , …., n                                        (1) 
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ABSTRACT  
 
The problems of contact are intrinsically non-linear owing to the fact that the surface of contact is unknown a 
priori. Usually, method contact and used within the framework of the method finite elements to deal with 
problems of contact.  
The method of resolution of the contact has its own parameters of calculation. The latter can impact the 
results directly. This is why it is significant to use the method with precaution. To consolidate the results 
obtained, it is always necessary to carry out a study of sensitivity on these parameters and if need be, to use 
another method to make it possible to measure the results. In addition, each method has its advantages and its 
disadvantages. The method of penalization is easy to implement in a code of finite elements as Ansys but the 
principal disadvantage is the choice of the coefficients of penalization (stiffnesses of contact) which have a 
direct influence on the results. The method of the Lagrangian one which exists in the codes finite elements 
like Ansys, as for it, makes it possible to observe the condition of non penetration and to avoid the problems 
involved in the choice of the coefficients of penalization. On the other hand, it is more difficult to implement 
since it requires on the one hand the introduction of additional unknown factors (multipliers of Lagrange) and 
on the other hand it requires the definition of surfaces Masters and the nodes esclaves.  
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where u is the optimization variable(displacement vector) and 
g j (u) represents one of the n non-penetration constraints that 
can be defined as 

   0jg u   : penetration; 

   0jg u   : perfect contact; 

   0jg u   : no contact. 

The total potential energy Π( u)  for the contact problem 
between two elastic bodies subjected to small deformations 
and small displacements(static problems)can be described as 
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         (2) 

 
where Ki is stiffness matrix, ui is the displacement field, fi is 
the external force, i represents an elastic body(i=A or i=B) 
and t denotes matrix transposition. For convenience, these 
variables are simplified to K, u and f from now.Thus, the total 
potential energy is given by 
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2

t tu u Ku f u                                                       (3) 

 
Several constrained minimization algorithms can be used 

to solve the problem of Eq. (1) such as the Penalty Method, 
the Lagrange Multipliers Method and the Augmented 
Lagrangian Method. The results presented in this paper are 
based on the Augmented Lagrangian Method according to the 
ANSYS implementation. This leads to the requirement of 
setting some contact parameters that are described in the next 
subsections together with a brief description of the 
Augmented Lagrangian and penalty method formulation. 
 
 

3. CONTACT RESOLUTION METHOD 

 

3.1 Augmented Lagrangian method  
 

The Augmented Lagrangian method is considered as a 
hybrid method of Lagrange Multipliers method and Penalty 
method.For more details about these algorithms, refer to [11] 
for instance. 

The contact constraints are considered in this formulation 
using penalizing coefficients and Lagrange multipliers, 
penalizing the non-penetration restrictions violations in the 
same form of the Penalty method, and solving the constrained 
minimization problem through the solution of sequential un 
constrained minimization problems with the up dating of 
Lagrange multiplier sin the solution process. The Augmented 
Lagrangian function is given by 
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t

aumL u g u r g u                               (4) 

 

where  X


represents max(0; x), r is the penalizing 

coefficient and        1 2, ..... ng u g u g u g u    is the 

constraint vector and λ is the Lagrange multipliers vector.It is 
easy to verify that the Augmented Lagrangian function in 
corporate a penalization term and a Lagrange multiplier  
 
 

term. The gradient of the Augmented Lagrangian function is 
given by 
 

       t

aumL u g u r g u g u                       (5) 

 
which allows to verify that at the optimum point u*, the 
penetration restriction fulfills g(u*)=0. In this case we have 
 

    0t

aumL u g u                                              (6) 

 

3.2 Penalty method  
 
    The penalty method is a classical and widespread method 
for the numerical treatment of constrained problems, in 
particular the unilateral contact problems arising in 
mechanics of deformable bodies which involve a nonlinear 
boundary condition written as an inequality (see, e.g., [12, 13, 
14]). Nevertheless, and to the best of our knowledge, the 
convergence analysis of the method in the simplest case of 
linear elasto statics with or without finite element 
discretization has been object of few studies. We may 
nevertheless quote the earlier, and pioneering works of 
Kikuchi, Kim, Oden and Song [15, 16, 17] (see also [12]) and  
the more recent study dealing with the boundary element 
method [18]. 

The method of penalty is to introduce this requirement in 
the functional of the total energy in the following form 

 

    .
2

t

t t t tX X x x


                                                 (7) 

 
Xt with the nodal displacement vector at time t, xt is the 

vector of nodal interstices at time t is the coefficient of 
penalization and functional of the total energy associated with 
the body in contact. in minimizing the functional (7), the 
discrete variational equation which is associated: 
 

  . . 0t

t t tx x x                                                       (8) 

 
proposed to determine the function of parameters such as:  
 

².
n t

A K

V
                                                             (9) 

 

  With A the area of the surface of the contact element, V is
 

the volume of this element, K buckling module and a scale 
factor to be addressed and taken generally equal to 0.1 [19]. 

 
 

4. COMPARISON OF TWO METHODS ON A CASE 

STUDY  

   
This example is often studied as a benchmark.It was 

proposed by Raous [20] and Feng [21]. This is a elastic block 
compressed copper alloy, in contact with a rigid foundation. 
The dimensions, loads and boundary conditions are shown on 
figure2. The different elements of the problem 
are summarized below: 

 E= 13000 daN/mm² = 0.2. 

 ux = 0 sur DE , ux = uy = pour D. 
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 F = 10 daN/mm² et f = -5 daN/mm². 

 μ = 1.0 (with Coulomb's law). 

 b = 40 mm. 
 

 
 

Figure 1.Contact between an elastic block and a rigid  
foundation 

 
For reasons of symmetry we took only the half of the 

block, with planar deformation. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Half of the elastic block in contact with the 
foundation 

 
The mesh consists of 512 quadrilateral elements with 4 

nodes. The contact surface is composed of 32 nodes. 
 
 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 

 
(a) Method of Lagrange     (b) Method of Penalty 

 

Figure 3. Reactions of the contact surface 
 

    
(a) Method of Lagrange     (b) Method of Penalty 

 

Figure 4. Displacements of the contact surface 

The elastic block in terms of distribution of the shear stress 
and distribution of Von Mises stresses as shown in the figure 
below: 

 

 
(a) Method of Lagrange   (b) Method of Penalty 

 

Figure 5. distribution of the shear stress 

 

 
(a) Method of Lagrange    (b) Method of Penalty 

 

Figure 6. Distribution of Von Mises stresses. 
 
Figures (a) and (b) show that both methods give al most the 

same travel and the same contact reaction. We can see that 
the results depend on ANSYS penalty coefficient Kn can 
simultaneously have three different types of contact surfaces: 
Separation, Sliding, Adhesion A resilient block interface 
where contact occurs, for the same load factor, both methods 
give the same mechanical behavior. In effect, the two 
methods indicated the identified separation zones. 

The results are in good agreement. 

 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

 
In this study, we presented the penalty method and 

Lagrangian, each contact resolution method has its own 
calculation parameters. This is why it is important to use 
these methods carefully to consolidate the results. Each 
method has its advantages and disadvantages. The penalty 
method is easy to implement in a finite element code ANSYS 
like but the main disadvantage is the choice of penalty 
coefficients (contact stiffness) that have a direct influence on 
the results. 

The Lagrangian method that exists in finite element codes 
such as ANSYS, in turn, allows to observe the condition of 
non penetration and avoid problems in the choice of penalty 
coefficients. By cons, it is more difficult to implement 
because it requires both the introduction of additional 
unknowns (Lagrange multipliers). 
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